Aeg Cooker Hood
dvk6980hb dvk6680hb - benchmarx-kitchensene7 - 4 aeg warning: failure to install the screws or fixing
device in accordance with these instructions may result in electri-cal hazards. • connect the hood to the mains
through a two-pole switch having a contact gap of at least 3 mm. x99384md0 en x99384md01 - winning
appliances - the entry of clean air. when the cooker hood is used in conjunction with appliances supplied with
energy other than electric, the negative pressure in the room must not exceed 0,04 mbar to prevent fumes
being drawn back into the room by the cooker hood. • if the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced from
the manufacturer or its service ... dbk7990hg cooker hood - wickesene7 - dbk7990hg cooker hood a hood
with style and substance sophisticated and powerful, this advanced chimney hood is crafted from the highest
quality materials. the meticulously designed technology features an energy-efficient motor to keep air clean
and fresh, even in large kitchens. low energy, high performance. x66453mvo uk en cooker hood user
manual 3 x69453mvo uk - the cooker hood from the mains supply. the cooker hood must be kept clean, as a
build up of grease or fat can be a fire hazard. external cleaning the metal casing, grille and chimney should be
cleaned at least once a month to keep it looking like new. wipe over the hood with a soft cloth wrung out in
mild soapy water and then dry thoroughly. dbe6680hm cooker hood - wickesene7 - dbe6680hm cooker
hood a hood with style and substance sophisticated and powerful, this advanced chimney hood is crafted from
the highest quality materials. the meticulously designed technology features an energy-efficient motor to keep
air clean and fresh, even in large kitchens. low energy consumption. powerful performance. manual for
electrolux kitchen hob and hood - manual for electrolux kitchen hob and hood >>>click here
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